The Paper Experts … Where Every Word Counts!

“The academic service students have come to depend on for over 10 years!”

Why we’re the leader …

The Paper Experts prides itself on being the service of choice for tens of thousands of students since our inception in 1996. Our dedication to customer service is unmatched in an industry where our competition often promises more than they can deliver. The Paper Experts gives you options: you can order online or over the phone. Our knowledgeable and friendly customer service representatives are standing by to take your order, and our customer friendly online database is designed for heavy use to always give you the tools you need no matter how frequently you order. More than 80% of our customers have ordered more than twice, which means we’re keeping our customers happy. Our prices are competitive, and we offer superior writing quality compared to our competitors.

We’re the best at what we do – and we’re proud of it!

Our Biggest Asset … Our Writers!

The reason why we’re so good at what we do is our writers! Each writer in our talented pool possesses a minimum of a Master’s degree, but that’s not where we stop. skills and be native English speakers and writers, who can’t properly write in English. We go even properly research material and format documents deliver properly formatted term papers and essays.

Custom Writing Service

Our custom writing service has made us world famous. We’ve written on every imaginable topic, from algebra to zoology. Our writers are extremely familiar with every major writing format and style used in academia. Our quality is unmatched, and our attention to detail is what we focus on most. It’s enough that our writers are experts… we hire additional experts to double-check their work so nothing gets by and all your requirements are met. You can order your next custom term paper with confidence knowing you’re in the industry’s best hands.

Need a Master’s-Level Term Paper?

We write for MBA students, law students, nursing students, and more; and we specialize in term papers of all topics: business plans, statistics, micro-economics material, and many other topics. Whether you need help with a Harvard business case study or a legal case brief, we can help. Our writing staff includes MBAs, lawyers, registered nurses, economists, and more. There’s no topic too difficult or deadline we can’t meet … just call and ask!

Need Dissertation Help Now?

With over 10 years of academic writing experience our writers have helped students at all levels. Doctoral students working on their dissertation find that writing 100 plus pages can be extremely difficult and time consuming. Our writers are able to take your project and break it down into digestible sections that are easily understandable. One of our highly qualified writers will write a customized dissertation that meets your requirements. If you’ve already completed your dissertation, you know how complex a dissertation can be to complete. Our writers will go over your work and properly format your dissertation to make sure that it conforms to the strictest of academic standards.

40,000 Term Paper Library

Our writers are constantly writing term papers and essays on brand new topics that we make available exclusively on our network. We currently carry over 40,000 term papers that can be downloaded instantly to provide you with a great example of what your term paper should look like. Simply type in your search topic on our site’s search engine, and you’ll receive a detailed list of term papers that most closely match your own topic. If you can’t find your topic, no problem – call us about it. We either have it or we’ll write one for you … as fast as you need!

Either you’ve tried the rest or you want to order from the best … let us help!

Call our Toll Free Hotline 1-888-774-9994, support@tpehome.com